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Abstract. Most recent state-of-the-art approaches are proposed to uti-
lize the pre-trained word embeddings for bilingual lexicon induction.
However, the word embeddings introduce noises for both frequent and
rare words. Especially in the case of rare words, embeddings of which
are always not well learned due to their low occurrence in the training
data. In order to alleviate the above problem, we propose BLIMO, a sim-
ple yet effective approach for automatic lexicon induction. It does not
introduce word embeddings but converts the lexicon induction problem
into a maximum weighted matching problem, which could be efficiently
solved by the matching optimization with greedy search. Empirical ex-
periments further demonstrate that our proposed method outperforms
state-of-the-arts baselines greatly on two standard benchmarks.

1 Introduction

Bilingual lexicons are crucial for cross language processing, since they boost
the performance of downstream tasks such as multilingual classification and
machine translation [10, 15, 7]. However, high quality bilingual lexicons are not
always available, especially for low resource languages. Additionally, most bilin-
gual lexicons only cover frequent words while a large amount of rare words are
missing. With new words emerging, more words in the long tail are absent from
these lexicons. Thus, automatically inducing lexicons with moderate supervision
is essential to extend the standard lexicons.

Most previous lexicon induction methods work in a soft matching way — for
each target word, they only give a list of candidate words with corresponding
probabilities. The induced lexicons can be noisy in real applications. Recently,
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the most popular lexicon induction method is the bilingual word embedding
transforming, which maps the bilingual word embeddings into one space with
a transforming matrix. Specifically, they learn a linear transformation from the
source embedding space to the target embedding space, based on the assump-
tion that word embeddings of different languages have similar geometric ar-
rangements in there corresponding embeddings spaces. After that, the learned
transforming matrix acts like a soft alignment between the bilingual words, which
achieves very impressive results on lexical induction tasks [24, 21, 7, 4, 18].

However, we argue that the current state-of-the-art methods by transforming
word embeddings are not necessarily the best for automatic lexicon induction,
because they highly depend on the quality of pre-trained word embeddings. Be-
cause words with similar meanings tends to have similar word vectors, and in
the setting of embeddings transforming, source words are likely to be mistak-
enly aligned to target words with similar embeddings. Furthermore, we also find
that rare words are not well aligned by embedding transforming methods. Word
embeddings of rare words are always poorly learned since they does not appear
enough times in the data for the embedding training. Due to the power-law dis-
tribution, the 2% of the most frequent words could take 98% of the total training
data, which results in the relatively low quantity of rare word embeddings. In
such case, word embeddings will be severely noisy for lexicon induction on rare
words. In the meantime, bilingual lexicons of rare words are usually more crucial
than some frequent words in the downstream tasks. For example, rare words in
machine translation are prone to be some informed name entities or even un-
known words (UNK), obtaining the lexicons of these rare words may significantly
improve the performance of machine translation.

In this paper, we propose BLIMO (short for Bilingual Lexicon Induction via
Matching Optimization), a fast yet accurate approach for bilingual lexicon induc-
tion, which abandons the soft matching approach and does not introduce noisy
word embeddings for the lexicon induction process. Following previous work, we
propose to exploit the easily acquired bilingual parallel data, maximizing the
similarity of source and target sentence representations. The sentence represen-
tation is the normalized summation of the word representations, but different
to previous work, we use the one-hot vector as the word representations, which
does not have the above mentioned problems of word embeddings. Specifically,
we reduce the lexicon induction problem to maximum weighted matching in
a bipartite graph. By assuming the property of lexicon bijection (see Section
3.3), which is quite reasonably for rare words, lexicon induction in our scenario
could be further modeled as a matching optimization problem. For efficiency, we
propose a greedy algorithm to find the approximated solution of the matching
optimization, which is very fast and giving very impressive results in practice.

In the experiments, we conduct experiments on English-Italian and Japanese-
English benchmarks. Our proposed BLIMO gives better results than existing
methods greatly on both benchmarks. To the best of our knowledge, we achieve
the best reported results on English-Italian data, which boosts the state-of-
the-art performance [7] of lexicon induction from 66.2% to 74.1%, obtaining a
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significant improvement of 8 absolute percent on this standard benchmark. Our
proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art baselines on both frequent words
and rare words, and the accuracy gap on rare words are larger than on frequent
words. This shows the advantages of our proposed method by abandoning word
embeddings. Additionally, our BLIMO works very fast practically, which can
extract 80K English-Italian lexicons within 10 minutes on 2M parallel sentences.

2 Related Work

Methods for bilingual lexicon induction can be classified into three categories,
i.e., supervised methods, weakly supervised and unsupervised methods. Super-
vised methods mostly exploit a bilingual lexicon or parallel corpus to model the
relationship of words between different languages. The weakly supervised meth-
ods could use a small number of seed lexicons, while unsupervised methods only
make use of monolingual corpus.

2.1 Supervised Methods

In the early research of lexicon induction, most related works focus on word
alignment problem in machine translation, which aims to find the word align-
ment of a bilingual sentence-aligned corpus with language-independent statistical
methods [17]. These can be viewed as the earliest works on the bilingual lexicon
extraction tasks. They exploit similarity functions to align similar words or use
some other statistical methods like hidden Markov models [20, 11, 14, 5]. These
works pay more attention to local alignment of words between sentences rather
than obtaining global lexicons, and the lexicon induction by unsupervised word
alignment may need many iterations with the EM algorithm, which is very time
consuming.

In recent years, most approaches are based on bilingual embedding map-
pings. Mikolov et. al. (2013) [15] first use word embeddings in the extraction
of lexicons. Supervised by a seed lexicon, their method learns a linear transfor-
mation matrix to minimize squared the Euclidean distance between transformed
source word vectors and target word vectors. Word translation is extracted by
searching nearest neighbors. Following works [9, 13, 23, 2] adopt similar idea but
they additionally apply a canonical correlation analysis or add an orthogonality
constraint to the mapping matrix, which gain a performance improvement.

The method proposed by AP et. al. (2014) [1] learns to reconstruct bag-
of-words representations of aligned sentences without using word alignment or
seed lexicons. While recent work by Smith et. al. (2017) [21] exploits parallel
corpus to learn a transformation matrix. They define a vector representation
of sentence by a normalized sum over the word vectors, and view the parallel
corpus as a dictionary of “average word” pairs. With these “word” pairs, they
construct a “pseudo-dictionary” as the seed dictionary to learn a orthogonal
transformation in embedding spaces. However, the above two works still rely on
the word embeddings for word representation.
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2.2 Weakly supervised and unsupervised methods

Recent works show that weakly supervised and unsupervised methods can also
obtain good performances on the bilingual lexicon induction. Artetxe et. al.
(2017) [3] propose a self-learning method that separates the task into a dic-
tionary extraction step and a embedding mapping step, and then iterates these
two steps with a seed dictionary, which contains only 25 word pairs. Artetxe et.
al. (2018) [4] further extend this two-step framework with a fully unsupervised
initialization based on a simple assumption that the embedding spaces are per-
fectly isometric, and similarity matrices of monolingual word embeddings should
be equivalent up to a permutation of their rows and columns. While other un-
supervised methods employ adversarial training, they learn a discriminator and
a mapping matrix, in which the discriminator is trained to determine whether
an word embedding comes from source or target languages, while the mapping
matrix is trained to fool the discriminator through transforming source word
embeddings distribution close to target word embeddings distribution [25, 7].

These approaches differ from ours in following aspects. They all aim to learn
a cross-lingual word representation and then learn a cross-lingual classifier or
extract lexicons with these representations. However, our approach views the
bilingual lexicon induction as a deciphering task and directly learns the bilingual
dictionary. Besides, most of these methods all relies on the distributed represen-
tation of words. These sentences are represented as the sum or average of the
distributed representation of words, which causes information loss especially for
long sentences.

3 Approach

3.1 BLIMO

In this section, we will describe our proposed BLIMO in detail. Suppose we have
n parallel sentences, denoted as {Si, Ti}ni=1. Si is the i-th source sentence consists
of words {W s

Si,1
,W s

Si,2
, . . . ,W s

Si,len(Si)
}, and Ti = {W t

Ti,1
,W t

Ti,2
, . . . ,W t

Ti,len(Ti)
}

is the target sentence corresponding to Si. W s
∗ and W t

∗ are words in source
language and target language respectively. ‘len(Si)’ and ‘len(Ti)’ is the number
of words in the source sentence and the target sentence. For a clearer illustration,
we map each word into a v-dimensional one hot vector h(·). To be general,
suppose we have an embedding matrix Es ∈ Rm×v for the source language. The
representation of each source sentence could be sum of word vectors, e.g.,

si =

len(Si)∑
j=1

Esh(W
s
Si,j

) = Es

len(Si)∑
j=1

h(W s
Si,j

), (1)

Es could be a distributed embedding matrix. It should be noted that we only
use the embedding Es in deduction, and it will be eliminated in the following
steps.
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Given a sentence pair 〈Si, Ti〉, we measure the distance of these two sentences
by,

dist(Si, Ti) = −norm(si)
ᵀnorm(ti), (2)

in which norm(·) is a function that normalize sentence vectors. We need to find
a mapping between source words and target words that minimize the dist(·, ·)
for the corpus. Specially, we use a mapping function p(·) to map the target
words {W t

1 ,W
t
2 , . . . ,W

t
v} to source words {W s

k1
,W s

k2
, . . . ,W s

kv
}. Then ti could

be written as,

ti =

len(Ti)∑
j=1

Esh(p(W
t
Ti,j

)). (3)

To make the problem tractable, we further assume that each word in the
source language can be mapped to only one word in the target language (See the
following section for detail). Then p(·) could be written as a row transformation
matrix D of dimension n× n, that,

h(p(W t
Ti,j

)) = Dh(W t
Ti,j

). (4)

With the help of mapping matrix D, Eq. (3) could be written as

ti =

len(Ti)∑
j=1

EsDh(W t
Ti,j

) = EsD

len(Ti)∑
j=1

h(W t
Ti,j

). (5)

The distance of source corpus and target corpus is

dist(S, T ) =
n∑

i=1

dist(Si, Ti) = −
n∑

i=1

norm(si)
ᵀnorm(ti). (6)

For computation efficiency, we use L2-norm as the normalization function. In this
setting, we setEs to the identity matrix because of the sparsity of

∑len(Si)
j=1 h(W s

Si,j
).

Thus, dist(S, T ) could be further simplified as following,

dist(S, T ) = −
n∑

i=1

sti√
sᵀi si

ti√
tᵀi ti

,

in which

si√
sᵀi si

=

∑len(Si)
j=1 h(W s

Si,j
)√

(
∑len(Si)

j=1 h(W s
Si,j

)ᵀ)(
∑len(Si)

j=1 h(W s
Si,j

))

= norm(hSi) (7)

ti√
tᵀi ti

=
D

∑len(Ti)
j=1 h(W t

Ti,j
)√

(
∑len(Ti)

j=1 h(W t
Ti,j

)ᵀ)DᵀD(
∑len(Ti)

j=1 h(W t
Ti,j

))

= D norm(hTi) (8)
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We combine representation of all normalized sentence vectors into a single
matrix for simplification. For instance, S = [norm(hS1),norm(hS2), . . . ,norm(hSn)]
and T = [norm(hT1

), norm(hT2
), . . . ,norm(hTn

)] is the representation of source
corpus and target corpus, respectively. In this setting, the only variable we need
solve is the mapping D between two languages. Therefore, the objective is to find
a mapping matrixD such that the distance between parallel corpus is minimized:

argmin
D

dist(S, T ) = argmin
D

n∑
i=1

dist(Si, Ti)

= argmax
D

tr
(
TSᵀD

)
(9)

where tr(·) is the trace operation (the sum of the entries in the main diagonal of
the matrix). Let A := TSᵀ. With the lexicon bijection assumption (see Section
3.3), each word in the source language can be mapped to only one word in the
target language, in which case, D is permutation matrix. We can optimize the
objective function by finding a permutation of A’s columns. Such optimization
problem can be reduced to the problem of finding a maximum weighted matching
in a bipartite graph where Aij is the weight of the edge connecting i-th vertex
on the left side and j-th vertex on the right side.

3.2 Why One-Hot Word Representation

To give a further explanation of why we should use one-hot vector as the word
representation, we illustrate the reason in following two aspects: (1)We find that
currently popular distributed representation of words may introduce noisy and
leads to bad performances of similar words and rare words on lexicon induction.
(2) As it is mentioned above, we need to solve maximum weighted matching
problem on a bipartite graph. If we can limit the weight to positive and make
the weight matrix A very sparse, then we can save a lot of memory space and
computational resource. We find that using one-hot vectors can exactly satisfy
these two conditions.

3.3 Lexicon Bijection Assumption

In this section, we introduce a lexicon bijection assumption in the modeling of
lexicon induction, which means the words in the source and target languages
should be a one-to-one mapping. Although the lexicon permutation assump-
tion is a really strong assumption, it still makes sense because we mainly focus
on boosting the lexicon induction performance rare words, which are almost
bijective. Empirically, our assumption does not harm the accuracy of lexicon in-
duction and the experiments show that our proposed method gives really good
results on rare words.
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3.4 Matching Optimization

According to the previous description, we want to find a matching ofA’s columns
to maximize its trace, which is a maximum weighted matching problem or a
linear sum assignment problem (LSAP). There are a large number of algorithms
have been developed for LSAP and the best sequential algorithms for the LSAP
requires a time complexity of O(v3) in the worst-case, where n is the size of the
problem [6]. However, when it comes to a larger vocabulary, it’s not applicable
to extract the lexicon with a complexity of O(v3). So we adopt an alternative
method to solve this problem: we iteratively select the highest-weight item (i, j)
in A and remove the corresponding row and column until all the words are
aligned. This procedure have a time complexity of O(v2 log(v)) in the worst
case. Due to the sparsity of the matrix A, we can only sort those non-zero
values and actually the expected time complexity is O(Cv2 log(v)), where C is a
constant represents the density of the matrix. There is no iterative steps in our
proposed method, and empirically our method always gives accurate bilingual
lexicons with really fast speed. For example, we can extract 80K English-Italian
lexicons within 10 minutes on 2M parallel sentences.

4 Experiments

In this section, we first evaluate our proposed method on standard benchmarks
of lexicon inductions, and then make a comparison with a variety of currently
state-of-the-art baselines. Moreover, we apply our learned bilingual lexicon in
a state-of-the-art machine translation system, trying to verifying that whether
the induced bilingual lexicon can help to boost the performance of a modern
machine translation system.

4.1 Experiments on Bilingual Lexicon Extraction

Experiment setup This task aims to find the translations in target language
with the given words in source language. We evaluate our approach on stan-
dard lexicon induction benchmarks, the English-Italian and the Japanese-English
datasets, respectively. The English-Italian dataset is provided by Dinu et. al.
(2014) [8] . Specifically, the English-Italian test set contains 1500 words. These
words are divided into five frequency-sorted bins (1-5k, 5-20k, 20-50k, 50-100k
and 100-200k), and each bin contains 300 words. To give a fair comparison with
previous supervised approaches, in the English-Italian task we use the same par-
allel corpus as used in [21] , which is a 2M English-Italian parallel corpus from
the Europarl corpus [12].

English and Italian are similar to each other, because they belong to the
same Indo-European language family. In order to show more strengths of our
method, we conduct the experiments on Japanese-English language pair, which
are two very different languages, belonging to the Japanese-Ryukyuan language
family and Indo-European language family, respectively. We use the ASPEC
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dataset [16] for training, which is a corpus from the scientific paper domain. As
for the Japanese-English test set, we cut the first 6500 words of the full dataset [7]
as the test set and split them into 13 bins according to their frequency rank.

We set the most frequent 80K words as the vocabulary in both tasks. Both
tasks take the polysemy of words into account, which helps us to have a more
accurate evaluation of the bilingual lexicons quality. This setup enables us to
detect the performance of methods on words with different frequencies, so that
we can evaluate our method from another perspectives.

Word ranking
by frequency

Mikolov
et al.[15]

Dinu
et al.[8] CCA[21]

Smith
et al.[21]

Artetxe
et al. [4]

Conneau
et al.[7] This work

0-5k 0.607 0.650 0.633 0.690 - - 0.807
5-20k 0.463 0.540 0.477 0.610 - - 0.800
20-50k 0.280 0.350 0.343 0.403 - - 0.787
50-100k 0.193 0.217 0.190 0.253 - - 0.670
100-200k 0.147 0.163 0.163 0.200 - - 0.640
average 0.338 0.385 0.361 0.431 0.481 0.662 0.741

Table 1: Translation precision @1 from English to Italian with different word
frequency. Results are obtained from [4, 7, 21].

Quantitative Results Our results on the English-Italian test set are reported in
Table 1, as well as the results of Mikolov, Faruqui, Dinu and Smith reported in
[21] , [4] and [7] . We make a comparison with these six different methods, in-
cluding linear transformation learning method presented by Mikolov, Faruqui’s
method using Scikit-learn’s implementation of CCA and Smith’s method super-
vised by parallel corpus, as well as Artetxe’s two-step method and Conneau’s
adversarial training method.

As shown in Table 1, our method achieves a remarkably high precision on
both common words and rare words, which could support our motivation men-
tioned in the Introduction. It is worth mentioning that comparing to previous
works, the performance of our method does not have a big drop off for rare
words. Most of previous works give really bad results on rare words such as the
words of 50-100k and 100-200k, ranked by frequency. Especially for the words
ranked as 100-200k, most results reported by previous works are around 20%,
which is significantly lower than ours (64%). This shows our proposed method
is really superior to baselines on rare words. Moreover, our proposed also work
better on frequent words than previous work, and finally our proposed method
achieve an accuracy of 74.1% on all words, which is significantly better than
baselines.

Our results on the Japanese-English are shown in Figure 1. In this evaluation,
we compare our method with [21] and [7] , which are the most representative
methods in unsupervised methods and supervised methods, respectively. We
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Fig. 1: Word translation precision@1 from Japanese to English with different
word frequency.

evaluate the method of [7] 5 and [21] 6 based on their implementation. The word
embeddings used in these two evaluation are pre-trained fastText Wikipedia
embeddings7.

We show the results in Figure 1, and we find that on the Japanese-English
dataset, our method also outperforms baselines with a relatively large mar-
gin. Specifically, our method achieves an accuracy of 45.5%, which is better
than compared models of [7] and [21] , 16.7% and 7%, respectively. Besides,
the running time of their method is 9 hours (CPU time) and 30 minutes (GPU
time), respectively. Our method only takes 10 minutes (CPU time) to extract
the 80K Japanese-English lexicon.

Qualitative Analysis We provide some words in the test set and their transla-
tions predicted by various model in Table 2. To investigate the behavior of each
approach, we arrange these words according to their frequency. In Table 2, we
could find that the unsupervised method [7] fail to learn a reasonable mapping.
Japanese and English may be too different for unsupervised method to learn
the mapping successfully. Both supervised methods are able to learn good map-
ping on some common words, such as 学校 and 観光. アメリカ and 石油 are
not correctly mapped because there are multiple translations for these words.
For instance, 北米 and 油 are mapped ‘america’ and ‘oil’ in our approach. The
method of [21] fail to generate a good translation for rare words and similar
words, for example, 坂本 and マニラ.

5 https://github.com/facebookresearch/MUSE
6 https://github.com/Babylonpartners/fastText_multilingual
7 https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText
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Japanese Groundtruth English Conneau et al. Smith et al. Ours

学校 [schools, school] choreutidae schools school
アメリカ [america] indian united american
観光 [tourist, sightseeing] hepialidae tourist sightseeing
石油 [oil] bucculatricidae petroleum petroleum
坂本 [sakamoto] cosmopterigidae mrged sakamoto
ハワイ [hawaii] sulawesi island hawaii
注釈 [annotated, annotation] annotated commentaries annotation
時折 [occasionally] moth especially occasionally
土器 [earthenware] blastobasidae excavated earthenware
マニラ [manila] tarawa boarded manila

Table 2: Word translation samples from the Japanese-to-English task.

Word alignment Vocabulary Share Embedding Parameters BLEU

Not aligned 80K words False 277 M 26.80
Randomly aligned 80K words True 199 M 26.70
Not aligned 40K subwords (BPE) False 199 M 27.36

Aligned by lexicon 80K words True 199 M 27.75

Table 3: The effect of words alignment for neural machine translation on ASPEC
Japanese-to-English task.

4.2 Experiments on machine translation

Bilingual vocabulary could be used in many NLP tasks, such as neural ma-
chine translation. As explained in Section 4.1, building a bilingual vocabulary
of English and Japanese is challenging. Our experiments on bilingual lexicon
extraction further show that, not only the unsupervised way fails to build a sat-
isfactory bilingual vocabulary, but also the supervised method using word em-
bedding could not find a promising relation. In contrast, our method is able to
align both common and rare Japanese words into English with relatively higher
accuracy. In order to verify the effect of word alignment, we conduct comparison
of various settings on neural machine translation tasks, which is evaluated using
BLEU.

In contrast to [2] , we learn bilingual word mapping directly, instead of
learning a transformation between embedding spaces. Thus, we train the neu-
ral machine translation in supervised mode and learn word embedding in the
meantime. We use Transformer [22] as our baseline model. To ease the effect of
overfitting, we set the hidden size of Transformer as 256.

We list the BLEU scores on the Japanese-to-English task in Table 3. All
these models are trained for 100,000 steps. It can be observed that although all
the four models are trained on the same dataset, we easily reach the best perfor-
mance comparing to those not or randomly aligned models, which confirms the
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effectiveness of our word alignment. Even more surprising, the model with word
alignment performs better than the BPE method [19]. Note that the words are
randomly aligned in the second model, but it still achieves a good performance.
It suggests that even though our inducted lexicon is not perfect, it can still helps
the NMT model to translate better.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose BLIMO, a method that directly extract bilingual lexi-
con without using distributed representation of words. The experimental results
on English-Italian and Japanese-English word translation task, as well as the
Japanese-English machine translation task demonstrate that our method can
extract high-quality bilingual lexicons from parallel corpus. For the future work,
we would like to relax the bijection hypothesis of lexicon and also seek more
reasonable approximation algorithms.
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